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Ask students to share what they know about the following words: Computer Science



Ask students to share what they know about the following words: Coding



Ask students to share what they know about the following words: Programming



Next, explain that we are going to be learning more about Computer Science and 
share the video (Watch until 1:09) (slide #9) 



Introduce what a computer scientist does (slide 10)



Introduce vocabulary slides: Commands



Introduce vocabulary slides: Code



Introduce Scratch - Explain that Scratch is a program that you can use to code and 
create interactive stories, games, and animations.



First, let’s learn a little more about Scratch

Scratch - Imagine, Program, Share

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/editor/?tutorial=getStarted&wvideo=rpjvs3v9gj








“Has anyone seen these types of pieces anywhere before? (from warm up) These 
pieces are actually computer “commands.” Commands tell a person or a computer 
what to do. 



Lets look closely at these blocks again and what they say-
Click "switch,
Click “think,
Click “turn
“these are commands" written in Scratch code, which is the kind we will be working with. 
We put these commands together in Scratch by snapping the together the blocks so 
they hook onto each other like puzzle pieces. This allows us to code multiple 
commands in a single set of instructions. 



For example, these Scratch commands have been put in the correct order from top to 
bottom you have created a sequence of instructions. This would tell the computer to say 
Hi for 2 seconds then turn right 90 degrees.



Guide Students through the main areas of the Scratch page
“When you open Scratch, your screen should look like this.”



Guide Students through the main areas of the Scratch page
“This main area in the center of your screen is the script area. This is where you drag 
you command block and join them to build your algorithm. You will find your 
command blocks on the left side of the screen and drag them to the center. If you 
decide that you do not want a certain block, drag it back to the left. We will learn more 
about this in a moment.”



Introduce and explain to create/add Sprites and Backdrops
“In SCRATCH, an object, author, or character in a story is called a Sprite. The 
sprite you can see right now is Scratch the cat. The box here is blue because this 
is the sprite that is currently being coded. If this box is not blue, you will not be able 
to add any command blocks for your sprite.”



Introduce and explain to create/add Sprites and Backdrops
“If you want to add another sprite or change sprites, you can click here, the small 
circle with the cat image and plus sign. The new sprites you add will appear in this 
box. But you can only add code for the sprite that is selected and is in the blue 
box.”



Introduce and explain to create/add Sprites and Backdrops
“You can see scratch the cat here on the stage. When you run your code, this is 
where you can see the action.”



Introduce and explain to create/add Sprites and Backdrops
“If you want to change your background or your backdrop, as it is called in scratch, 
you can click here. It looks like a small picture with a plus sign.”



Guide Students through the main areas of the Scratch page
“In the upper left, you can see three different tabs. Code, Costumes, Sounds. Choose 
the code tab to build code from command blocks. Choose the costumes tab to 
change how your sprite looks. Or you can add new sounds to sprites here.”



Guide Students through the main areas of the Scratch page
“Let’s look closer at the code blocks. On the far left you can see several colored dots 
(some also call it categories palette). These are the different types of code you might 
want. You can choose motion, looks, sound, events..they are all different colors to 
help you. You can choose just one block category.”



Guide Students through the main areas of the Scratch page
“Once you choose your category, the code blocks will appear here and you can find 
the specific command that you would like to give your sprite. Once you drag your 
code to the stage and click them together, you are ready to try it out.”





Okay, remember that in SCRATCH, an object, author, or character in a story is 
called a Sprite. The sprite you can see right now is Scratch the cat. What if we 
wanted to change our sprite to another animal? 



Okay, remember that in SCRATCH, an object, author, or character in a story is 
called a Sprite. The sprite you can see right now is Scratch the cat. What if we 
wanted to change our sprite to another animal? 

First, we would click on the sprite icon. 



Then, we would have ALL these sprites to choose from. 



We change our sprite by clicking the one we want. 



But don’t forget to delete the other sprite! So you have only the one you want. 



But don’t forget to delete the other sprite! So you have only the one you want. 



To add your own backdrop, follow the same steps but click this icon instead. 
You’ll see lots of options to choose from appear. 



To add your own backdrop, follow the same steps but click this icon instead. 
You’ll see lots of options to choose from appear. 



Model how students can share Scratch creations to their teacher’s studio



Video modeling how students can share Scratch creations to their teacher’s studio

Scratch - Imagine, Program, Share

https://scratch.mit.edu/projects/editor/?tutorial=getStarted&wvideo=rpjvs3v9gj


1. Students will practice logging into Scratch and adding a Sprite and Backdrop
2. Students should also practice sharing their Scratch project with their teacher’s 

studio
Teacher should monitor and check for correct sequencing during the independent 
practice activity.



Share the “Careers in Tech” Video and remind students that anyone can be a 
computer scientist! 


